Grab some friends or family and relax with Milwaukee Public Museum trivia! It’s
a fun way to enjoy MPM remotely, since all the questions are based on Museum
exhibits, programming, and research. This quiz is all about the Wisconsin
woodlands. Share photos (or screenshots!) on social media of you and loved ones
playing with #MPMWhatWillYouFind. Have fun!

1.1. How much debris (leaves, twigs, seeds, and the like) typically falls on each acre of
the broadleaf forest each year? This debris provides shelter for millions of creatures.
a. Half a ton
b. Two tons
c. One ton
d. Three quarters of a ton

2.
2. Falcons can fly faster than 175 miles per hour.
a. True
b. False

3.3. Which of the following options is not a reason for frog disappearance?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Destruction of habitat
Overcollection for the pet industry
Rampant cannibalism among frogs
Introduction of different competing species and predators

4.
4. Three of the following bats are real and live in Wisconsin;
one is fake. Which is the fake?
a. Little brown bat
b. Silver-haired bat
c. Hoary bat
d. Little seed bat

5.5. Frogs can freeze themselves in winter as a way of surviving the cold weather.
a. True
b. False

6.
6. Beavers can approach __ pounds in maximum weight.
a.
b.
c.
d.

40
60
80
100

7.
7. What do midwestern monarch butterflies do during winter?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Burrow underground to insulate themselves from the cold
Die
Go to Mexico from November to mid-March
Slip inside the space between tree bark and the tree trunk

8.
8. Scientists consider algae to be a vascular plant.
a. True
b. False

9.
9. A healthy ecosystem provides many important things to humans. Which of the
following is not something a healthy ecosystem provides to humans?
a. Clean air
b. Flood mitigation
c. Nutrient depletion
d. Climate stability

10.
10. All insects have three sections in their body.
a. True
b. False

11.
11. Spiders do not have:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Wings
Antennas.
Eyes.
Both a and b

12. American black bears:

a. Are sensitive about brown bears being more culturally popular due to
Winnie the Pooh.
b. Are the second heaviest mammal in Wisconsin (behind elk).
c. Want people to know the Chicago Bears mascot is a grizzly bear.
d. Can’t climb trees.

1. b, 2. a, 3. c, 4. d, 5. a, 6. d, 7. c, 8. b, 9. c, 10. a, 11. d, 12. b

